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Abstract: The present study evaluated a newly developed computational tool (CT) to assess the
alveolar bone space and the alveolar crest angle and compares it to dentist assessment (GT). The
novel tool consisted of a set of processes initiated with image enhancement, points localization, and
angle and area calculations. In total, we analyzed 148 sites in 39 radiographic images, and among
these, 42 sites were selected and divided into two groups of non-periodontitis and periodontitis. The
alveolar space area (ASA) and alveolar crest angle (ACA) were estimated. The agreement between the
computer software and the ground truth was analyzed using the Bland–Altman plot. The sensitivity
and specificity of the computer tool were measured using the ROC curve. The Bland–Altman plot
showed an agreement between the ground truth and the computational tool in all of the parameters
assessed. The ROC curve showed 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity for 12.67 mm of the alveolar
space area. The maximum percentage of sensitivity and specificity were 80.95% for 13.63 degrees of
the alveolar crest angle. Computer tool assessment provides accurate disease severity and treatment
monitoring for evaluating the alveolar space area (ASA) and the alveolar crest angle (ACA).
Keywords: alveolar crest angle; alveolar space area; computer aided tool; periodontitis;
sensitivity; specificity

Copyright: © 2022 by the authors.

1. Introduction

Licensee MDPI, Basel, Switzerland.

Periodontal disease is associated with the loss of alveolar bone. The loss rate can be
slow and continuous, or episodic, and is manifested as a horizontal or angular type [1].
Loss of alveolar bone occurs as a consequence of pathogenic microorganisms, or the redcomplex bacteria due to the host and the bacteria-induced inflammatory response [2]. It
is manifested clinically by losing the surrounding soft tissue that anchors and attaches
the teeth with the underlying alveolar bone. A diagnosis can be established via a clinical
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examination of the gingival tissues, and radiographically by checking the interdental bone
loss. The alveolar bone loss is directly related to the survival of teeth in the oral cavity.
Alveolar bone loss measurement in radiography is a difficult task. Studies have calculated
the linear measurement of bone loss on the mesial and distal surfaces of the root using the
bone defect angle. The bone defect angle was measured between the line on the alveolar
crest and the line on the root surface [3].
The earlier method used for measuring the degree of bone loss was conducted via
a Schei ruler [4,5]. The digital revolution could be traced with the development of the
DIA tool in 2009 [3], automated CEJ localization and bone loss area assessment [4,6],
Multimodal 3D imaging [7], development of a deep CNN algorithm in 2018 and 2019 [8,9],
and the deep learning hybrid method [10]. The digital image analyzer (DIA) has added
the periodontal intrabony defect angle as a new function to the old digital image analyzer.
An essential aspect of reading a radiographic image is to identify key landmarks, such as
the cementoenamel junction (CEJ) and the crest of the alveolar bone. The DIA method
showed high sensitivity and specificity for detecting the cementoenamel junction and the
crest of the alveolar bone. The degree of bone loss is measured vertically and is determined
by the defect angle between the two lines representing the root surface of the side of
the tooth and the surface of the bone defect. The critical points for either the horizontal
or vertical measurement are the positions of CEJ (cementoenamel junction) and ALC
(alveolar crest); they must be marked manually by a dentist or determined automatically
by the software [11]. The localization of the CEJ can be performed both clinically and
radiographically. The radiographic method uses the OPG (Orthopantomograph), IOPA
(Intraoral Periapical), Bitewing, and RVG (Radiovisiography) [12]. In general, radiographic
examination enables the accurate evaluation of crestal-bone architecture, crown-root ratios,
vertical or horizontal bone defects, furcation involvement, and the overall morphology of
the bone [6].
In another study, the degree of alveolar bone loss was assessed by the localization
of ALC, CEJ, and the apex of the teeth, with the Schei ruler being used for plotting. This
study employed software to extract the tooth contour and bone loss area from radiographic
imagery prior to estimating the degree of alveolar bone loss [13]. This was comparable
to the ground truth evaluated by a dentist. There have been methods for extracting the
tooth contour and localization of the cementoenamel junction using template recognition
to calculate the tooth area from the face image. The hybrid differential method and the
membership function technique were adopted to match the identity of the teeth [14].
The seam carving method offers the lowest failure rate for segmentation [15]. Cartesian
coordinates have been used to extract the 3D space between the teeth [16].
The estimation of bone defects due to periodontal disease has been researched widely,
and the features have been commonly extracted using segmentation. The area measured
was within the bone defect angle (BDA). The BDA was measured as shown in Figure 1a.
However, the defect angle is vertical even if the teeth are tilted, and the angle increases
when there is a bone fill or regrowth with the treatment. Hence, we wanted to localize
the point at the CEJ (cementoenamel junction) (points A and B) (Figure 1b) between the
adjacent teeth and the points at the crest of the alveolar bone (Points C and D) at the
meeting point of the root. Therefore, the angle of bone loss or the alveolar crest angle was
between AB and CD, as shown in Figure 1b. This angle would decrease with treatment
for the defect and can be calculated using a computer tool. Further, it is necessary to know
the alveolar space area (Figure 1b) of the interdental region of the alveolar bone space to
determine the exact amount of the lost space.
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2.4. Localization and Angle Estimation
2.4. Localization and Angle Estimation
In the present study, the localization of points of interest on the alveolar crest and
In the present study, the localization of points of interest on the alveolar crest and
cementoenamel junction (CEJ) was performed in the radiographic imagery. Their coorcementoenamel junction (CEJ) was performed in the radiographic imagery. Their coordidinates were obtained from software programming. In Figure 3, points A and B are the
nates were obtained from software programming. In Figure 3, points A and B are the cecementoenamel junction points, and points C and D designate the alveolar crest meeting
mentoenamel junction points, and points C and D designate the alveolar crest meeting at
at the root surface, termed here as the specific amber line (SAL). Points A, B, C, and D are
the root surface, termed here as the specific amber line (SAL). Points A, B, C, and D are
connected by virtual lines, and the tangent of the angle between them is measured using
connected by virtual lines, and the tangent of the angle between them is measured using
(1), which is then converted to degrees using (2). The results obtained are the alveolar bone
(1), which is then converted to degrees using (2). The results obtained are the alveolar
loss angle value.




bone loss angle value.
−1 ( y 2 − y 1 )
−1 ( y 4 − y 3 )
z = tan
− tan
(1)
( x2 −
( x4 𝑦− x−3 )𝑦
𝑦 x−
1 )𝑦
𝑧 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛
− 𝑡𝑎𝑛
(1)
𝑥 − 𝑥  180 
𝑥 −𝑥
angle = z
(2)
π 180
(2)
𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 𝑧
𝜋
Here, (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), (x3 , y3 ), and (x4 , y4 ) are the coordinates
of points A, B, C, and D.
Here, (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), and (x4, y4) are the coordinates of points A, B, C, and D.
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Figure 3. Alveolar space area that is obtained following localization of points on the alve
line and on the CEJ between the adjacent teeth.

2.5. Segmentation
Figure
3. Alveolar space area that is obtained following localization of points on the alveolar crest
Figure 3. Alveolar space area that is obtained following localization of points on the alveolar cre
line and on the CEJ between the adjacent teeth.
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periodontitis and non-periodontitis were separately measured by a dental specialist (Periodontist) (SK) (Figure 3). The manual measurements were completed on hard and soft
copies to compare whether the measured area and the angle corresponded to the points
marked by the examiners on a soft computerized copy. The matching ensured no distortion
of the image dimensions in the soft copies as compared with the corresponding hard copy
OPGs. Thereafter, the location of the points was determined by two separate examiners
(SK, SM) in software (Planmeca Romexis 3.8.1.R, PLANMECA, Helsinki, Finland). The
software provided the measurement of the distance between the two points. Hence, the
area and the angle were calculated manually. The mean of the two-examiner values was
considered to be the ground truth value.
2.7. Statistical Analysis
The descriptive of the area and the angle measure by manual method (GT) and the
computer software were tabulated to assess the normality between the scores. To determine
the agreement in values of the alveolar space area and alveolar crest angle for ground truth
versus a computational tool, a Bland–Altman plot was constructed. The ROC curve was
plotted to determine the sensitivity and specificity of the values estimated by the computer
tool. The null hypothesis of no significant difference was proposed for statistical analysis,
and a p-value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical tests were
conducted using jamovi software (The Jamovi project. 2020; R Core Team. 2021) [20,21].
3. Results
3.1. Alveolar Space Area
The alveolar space area as estimated in the radiographs of the periodontitis versus
non-periodontitis groups is tabulated in Table 1. The dentist-assessed median values in
non-periodontitis and periodontitis groups were 2.84 and 14.8, with standard deviations
(σ) of 0.715 and 5.56, respectively. The median values evaluated by the computational tool
(CT) of the alveolar space area in non-periodontitis and periodontitis groups were 3.26
and 18.4, with standard deviations (σ) of 0.73 and 6.03, respectively. The Shapiro–Wilk test
showed a value p < 0.05; hence the null hypothesis assumption of normal distribution was
rejected. The estimated area in the radiographs of the periodontitis group was much larger
than the non-periodontitis group in both the computer tool and the manual method. The
values of the alveolar space area could be distinguished between each other and can be
analyzed using a box plot (Figure 5).
Table 1. Descriptive of Alveolar space area and the alveolar crest angle as estimated by the computer
tool and the ground truth in patients with or without periodontitis.

N
Mean
Median
SD
Minimum
Maximum
Shapiro–Wilk W
Shapiro–Wilk p

CT NP
Area

CT P
Area

GT NP
Area

GT P
Area

GT NP
Angle

CT NP
Angle

GT P
Angle

CT P
Angle

21
3.42
3.26
0.730
2.11
5.28
0.958
0.470

21
20.2
18.4
6.03
12.7
34.9
0.874
0.011

21
2.97
2.84
0.715
2.19
4.40
0.857
0.006

21
16.1
14.8
5.56
8.94
30.9
0.839
0.003

21
11.4
9.95
7.35
2.26
34.5
0.879
0.014

21
11.5
10.0
7.73
1.59
35.5
0.841
0.003

21
24.4
17.8
16.5
6.88
71.5
0.790
< 0.001

21
25.7
21.0
17.5
4.40
78.8
0.832
0.002

(CT) of the alveolar space area in non-periodontitis and periodontitis groups were 3.26
and 18.4, with standard deviations (σ) of 0.73 and 6.03, respectively. The Shapiro–Wilk
test showed a value p < 0.05; hence the null hypothesis assumption of normal distribution
was rejected. The estimated area in the radiographs of the periodontitis group was much
larger than the non-periodontitis group in both the computer tool and the manual method.
Computation 2022, 10, 8
The values of the alveolar space area could be distinguished between each other and can
be analyzed using a box plot (Figure 5).
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3.3. Analysis of Agreement
The Bland Altman (B&A) analysis to measure the agreement between the ground
truth and the computer tool showed a mean of the differences (bias) of −2.26, with an
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Table 2. The Sensitivity and Specificity cutoff values of the Alveolar space area (ASA) as estimated
by the Computer Tool (CT).
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14.496

Sensitivity (%)
100%
100%
95.24%

Specificity (%)
95.24%
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100%

AUC
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2.00
1.95

Table 3. The Sensitivity and Specificity cutoff values of the Alveolar crest Angle (ACA) as estimated
by the Computer Tool (CT).
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1.62
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12.672
14.496
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CT|Score:
Sensitivity Scale:
(%) Area
Specificity
(%) 12.672 AUC

Metric Score

BASED ON MEASURE
100%
95.24% DECISION 1.00
1.95
Negative 1.00
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100%
100%
2.00
95.24%Negative
100%
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21 (TN) 1.00
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Positive
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Negative
Positive
Negative
17 (TN)
4 (FP)
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Table 3. The Sensitivity and Specificity cutoff values of the Alveolar crest Angle (ACA) as estimated
by the Computer Tool (CT).
Cutpoint

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

AUC

Metric Score

12.2948
13.1061
13.627
15.1395
16.5873

85.71%
80.95%
80.95%
76.19%
71.43%

71.43%
76.19%
80.95%
80.95%
85.71%

0.828
0.828
0.828
0.828
0.828

1.57
1.57
1.57
1.62
1.57

Table 4. Sensitivity and specificity table of the angle and the area score that gives the maximum true
negative and the true positive values of the estimates.
Scale: Area CT|Score: 12.672
DECISION BASED ON MEASURE

CRITERION

Negative
Positive

Negative

Positive

21 (TN)
0 (FN)

0 (FP)
21 (TP)

Scale: Angle CT|Score: 13.627
DECISION BASED ON MEASURE

CRITERION

Negative
Positive

Negative

Positive

17 (TN)
4 (FN)

4 (FP)
17 (TP)

4. Discussion
Snakes and active contours used in the present study have also been used for obtaining
boundaries in MRI image segmentation by developing fast global minimization [22]. Snake
functions work by minimizing the energy function to deform the curve [23]. However,
conventional snakes have difficulty minimizing boundary concavities. This flaw was
eliminated by using fast global minimization.
A template recognition software for identifying the teeth and calculating the teeth area
from the face image has been developed [14]. This software considers four teeth for identity
matching using the Hybrid differential method and membership function algorithms. An
automated dental identification system (ADIS) has been built, and this can be used for teeth
extraction from patient radiographs. Two-step thresholding (iterative and adaptive) has been
adopted in this method. The seam carving technique was used for segmentation, offering
the lowest failure rate [15]. Specific treatments in orthodontics can be performed by planning
and computational simulation. These treatments can be completed by the 3D modeling of
teeth and alveolar bone involving two-step segmentation; the first segmentation was made
between the connected area of the tooth and alveolar bone using the global convex level-set
model. Then, a random transform was used to separate individual teeth and alveolar bone.
Cartesian coordinates can extract the 3D space between the teeth [16].
The digital image analyzer (DIA) was modified in a study by adding a periodontal
intrabony defect angle. The method showed high sensitivity and specificity for detecting
the cementoenamel junction and the crest of the alveolar bone [11]. MATLAB has been
incorporated to locate the jawbone sites of patients before and after implant placement [24].
The vital image attributes that were obtained to assess implant placement accuracy were the
mean gray level (MGL), standard deviation of gray levels (SDGL), coefficient of variation (CV),
entropy (En), contrast, correlation (Cor), and angular second moment (ASM). This software
requires training to understand, and the dentist has an equal role. Similarly, other studies
have been done utilizing machine and deep learning for detection of the alveolar bone loss.
However, these require the computer to be trained with many data sets before implementing
the code. The various studies have been summarized in Table 5, including recent research
using machine and deep learning platforms.
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Table 5. Various studies showing the estimation of alveolar bone loss using different methods.
Name

Study Design

Method

Results

Conclusions

Cha, J-Y et al., 2021 [29]

708 periapical dental
radiographic images,
508—Training
100—validation, 100—test.

R-CNN vs. 2 dentists (1
Dental practitioner and
another Oral and
maxillofacial radiologist)
The mean object Key-point
similarity (OKS)—dentist vs.
R-CNN.

Mean OKS Dentist—0.9012
Mean OKS Model—0.8885
Dentist vs. Model p-value
0.4095

There is no difference between the dentist and the R-CNN in
diagnosing and categorizing peri-implant bone loss.

Krois et al., 2019 [8]

350 panaromic dental
radiographic Images,
1750 image segments; 350 for
validation and 1400 for
training

CNNs vs. 6 dental
practitioners to detect
periodontal bone loss (PBL)

Mean SD: 0.76 ± 0.06
t-test: p = 0.067.

Fleiss Kappa score of 0.52—moderate;
No difference between dentist and the CNN P = 0.067.

Sharma et al., 2019 [30]

30 systemically healthy
periodontitis patients with
100 interproximal sites.

Conventional (intraoral
periapical [IOPA]
radiographs) vs. digital
radiographs
(radiovisiography [RVG]) vs.
intrasurgical (IS)

CEJ to the alveolar crest:
Horizontal bone loss—4.38 ±
2.11, 4.26 ± 2.2, 4.67 ± 1.89
Vertical bone loss—8.23 ±
2.25, 8.25 ± 2.38, 7.79 ± 2.43

Both radiographic methods (conventional and digital) showed
statistically nonsignificant results in comparison to IS
measurements.

Lin et al., 2017 [6]

Automatic Alveolar bone loss
measurement system and
cementoenamel junction
(CEJ) localization.

Local singularity and
ABLifBM

53% of the localization of the
CEJ was within the 3-pixel
deviation (appox. 0.15 mm)
from GT and 90% have
deviation within 9 pixels
(approx. 0.44 mm) from GT

The method could
automatically estimate the
degree of alveolar bone loss
and localize the
cementoenamel junction.

Jae-hong et al., 2018 [8]

Develop the computer
assisted detection system
based on deep convolution
neural network (CNN)
Algorithm

deep CNN architecture and
self-trained network.

Accuracy: 81.0%—Premolars
Accuracy: 76.7%—Molars

The algorithm used in this study gave the diagnosis and
prognosis of the periodontitis tooth images.

Lin et al., 2015 [26]

31 periodontitis IOPA
radiographic images

ABLIfBm vs. threshold
segmentation.

True positive 92.5%
False positive: 14%

ABLIfBm outperforms the threshold segmentation method,
and it could localize the alveolar bone loss effectively.
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Table 5. Cont.
Name

Moutinho et al., 2012 [5]

Popova et al., 2008 [31]

Study Design

Method

Results

Conclusions

60 teeth from 47 patients

Conventional vs. digital
using DIA tool: measurement
of the defect angle (BDA)

Interexaminer reliability:
Intraclass Correlation
Coefficient > 0.97
Intermethod reliability > 0.96.

There was no difference between the conventional method and
the DIA tool for the radiographic measurement of intrabony
defects.

49 patients with vertical and
horizontal bitewing

Radiographic measurement
and using the Williams
periodontal probe

Interdental bone loss:
4.18 to 5.54 mm is associated
with interradicular bone loss
with values of 0.45 to 1.33
mm.

Interradicular bone loss was associated with the progression of
bone destruction in multirooted teeth.

Radiographic measurement overestimated the bone loss.

Talaiepour et al., 2005 [32]

32 radiographs of 56
periodontally diseased teeth

RVG (Radiovisiography) and
intrasurgical method

RVG:
CEJ to BD: 6.803±3.589 mm
Intrasurgically (IS):
CEJ to BD: 6.492 ± 3.492 mm
(p < 0.000).

Khocht, et al., 2003 [27]

25 Subjects
857 PA radiographs
315 Bitewing

Bone loss measurement in
digital radiographs vs.
conventional radiographs

Alveolar bone level differed
in intraoral direct digital
compared to conventional. (p
< 0.02).

The digital radiographs showed a higher number of sites with
bone loss than the conventional radiographs.

Linear measurement of
intrabony defect vs. surgical
measurement

Surgical: CEJ-BD—9.15 ±
2.09,
AC-BD—5.15 ± 1.96,
Radiographic Measurement:
CEJ to BD—7.74 ± 2.11
AC-BD—3.97 ± 13.39 mm

The assessment of the bone loss was more accurate in surgical
measurement than the radiographic measurement.

LMSRT (Computer assisted
analysis system) vs. loupe

CEJ-AC:
Loupe:0.86 ± 1.84 mm [p <
0.001]
LMSRT 0.58 ±1.86 mm [p <
0.005]
CEJ-BD:
loupe: 1.22 ± 2.33 mm [p <
0.001]
LMSRT: 0.80 ± 2.09 mm [p <
0.001]

LMSRT was better than loupes along with grid. Surgical
method was the best.

Eickholz and Hausmann 2000
[2]

Eickholz et al., 1998 [28]

34 interproximal
bone loss in IOPAs

62 standardized radiographs
taken presurgically of 35
patients suffering from
advanced periodontal
disease.
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Table 5. Cont.
Name

Study Design

Method

Results

Conclusions

Hausmann et al., 1991 [25]

134 sites in Bitewing
radiographs from 68
adolescents 13–14 years of
age. 18 months apart were
included in the study

Mean radiographic distance
from CEJ-to-crest distance
(mm)

Distance:
Baseline: 1.11 ± 0.37 mm
After 18 Months 1.19 ± 0.34
mm

No crestal bone loss is consistent with a range of radiographic
CEJ-to-crest distance between 0.4–1.9 mm.
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The tool developed in the present study does not require much training; however, the
dentist must locate the CEJ and the alveolar crest. The use of the radiograph is to estimate
and analyze the health of the hard tissue. Therefore, instead of measuring mesial and distal
lengths, as computed in several studies [25,26], the area measured in our study provided
an entirely new perspective on bone loss.
Automatic detection of the CEJ has been carried out by previous research in IOPAs [5,
15]. In the present study, we have tried to provide a tool for screening patients’ OPGs
showing bone loss. The OPG would serve as a better screening tool for periodontal disease.
During periodontal disease screening, OPG is usually considered before full-mouth IOPA.
Hence, the available OPG would serve as a preliminary assessment of the patient alveolar
bone loss. After that, this method can be applied to IOPA radiographs at a specific region of
interest. The paradigm described in this study could be evaluated by descriptive research
and can be a vital aspect of any assessment.
Published studies have shown various techniques for estimating the interdental area
and the localization of the CEJ [5]. They have estimated the area as determined by a dentist
(utilized as ground truth) and compared it to the software estimation. The area obtained
was in the intensity range. Thus, these articles showed an approximate and automated
assessment of areas. The above studies mapped the lost alveolar bone apical site to the
interdental region at the apex of the root surface. However, it must be noted that the
alveolar bone lost as detected by the radiographs is a two-dimensional projection of a threedimensional structure. Therefore, radiographs provide a better view of bone loss in the
interdental region than any other region. If three-dimensional bone loss must be assessed,
then instead of using the OPG tool, it is better to use cone-beam computed tomography
(CBCT) images of dentition.
During regeneration, an increase in bone height occurs throughout the interdental
region. Although soft tissue changes are detected at the mesial and distal sites of the tooth,
hard tissue growth of the alveolar bone occurs throughout the interdental aspect, which
is recorded in the radiographs. The computation of the alveolar space area by the active
contour is accurate. It provides a good picture of total bone loss, which would be assistive
as a prognostic factor. Software assessment can be a valuable tool, as it saves time and
provides accurate and automatically computable data for recordkeeping.
In patients lacking periodontal disease, the distance from CEJ to bone crest within the
normal range is less than 1.2 mm–1.9 mm [27]. However, no studies have described the
interdental area that determines the overall amount of bone gain. Our study has shown
the alveolar space area within 12.672 as the cutpoint to provide a maximum sensitivity
and specificity estimate. The angle calculated in previous studies at the defect site, where
the vertical bone defect could be observed, was termed the bone defect angle, or the BDA.
However, the drawback of this paradigm is that bone defect morphology does not consider
the cementoenamel junction. If there is bone fill in the future after treatment, then the
angle would be obliterated. In the present study, the bone/defect type considered the
cementoenamel junction between the adjacent teeth and/the alveolar crest line. The cut
point of the angulation provides the maximum sensitivity, and the specificity estimate is
13.627. This would not only assist in measuring the present angulation but would also help
in providing the prognostic angulation based on bone defect fill. The angulation reduces
following a bone fill or, in the case of advancing periodontitis, depending on bone loss.
The aim of the treatment could depend on the type of bone defect based on the assessed
angulation by the new tool as compared to the old means of measurement.
Dentists have been using the old tool to measure the bone defect, but it measures only
the bone defect angle and cannot measure the horizontal bone loss. With the help of the
MATLAB software platform, the present tool computes the alveolar space area and alveolar
crest angle with assistance from a dentist after he/she locates the vital points. There is
also an improvement in the overall accuracy of the angulation and area measurement. In
addition, it is considered to have better diagnostic and prognostic value. In terms of patient
perspective, those with periodontal disease could understand the overall improvement in
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the efficiency of treating bone loss, assessing alveolar bone deficiency, and determining
the overall health status of alveolar bone. In addition, it could be a vital tool to assess the
overall bone loss after treatment in the phase of supportive periodontal therapy.
Although the present study fulfilled the objectives, the tool overestimates the amount
of alveolar bone loss in the interdental region, as the crest of the alveolar bone is apical
to the CEJ in healthy individuals by 0.4 mm to 1.9 mm. Further, the measurement does
not include the intrasurgical measures or CBCT along with clinical co-relation that could
provide very accurate bone defect measurement [28].
The advantage of this tool is that it provides the area and angle which includes the
cementoenamel junctions of the adjacent teeth and the crest of the alveolar bone. Posttreatment angulation and the area can be compared to the interdental dimension, closely
related to the amount of radiolucency corresponding to the degree of lost alveolar bone. It
provides a general radiographic difference between the patients with disease versus the
healthy state. It gives an estimated value that can be computed using a basic algorithm,
and the dentist retains an essential role in the process.
Future studies could include the development of a fully-automated algorithm that
detects the cementoenamel junction and estimates the angle and area that could be built.
In addition, accuracy could be improved by combining patient intraoral clinical data with
radiographic data and developing a combined bone loss and soft tissue loss assessment
tool. These could improve the diagnostics and predict the prognosis of alveolar bone loss
in patients with periodontal disease.
5. Conclusions
The alveolar space area and alveolar crest angle measured using a computational tool
were of equal value compared to the ground truth. There was no statistically significant
difference between the two methods of estimation. Clinically, the alveolar space area
and alveolar crest angle impact the assessment of overall bone deficiency and can be an
essential tool in diagnosing and evaluating the prognosis of the disease. Further, the
detection method of area and angulation mentioned in the present study provides a better
indication of defect type. In future work, detecting alveolar bone defects (BDA), including
the CEJ of the adjacent teeth, can be a practical alternative.
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